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Amira / Merima Kljuco
Zumra

450012 >> 794881954223 >> CD

The material on this CD consists of very well-known and well-loved 
songs that have been handed down through the generations in 
Bosnia. These songs are beautiful examples of the standard reper-
toire of the highly complex musical culture of the region. Amira’s 
and Merima Ključo’s present interpretation, however, is far from 
standard.  
The treatment of the material by Merima Ključo is original and con-
temporary. Contemporary not merely in its use of techniques, but 
also in its approach of the songs from a different perspective. Both 
with arrangements, as well as with interpretation, a new dimension 
to the traditional songs is created. Elements that are hidden in 
underlying layers are brought to the surface. Merima Ključo and 
Amira look at these traditional songs under a new light, and in so 
doing, ‘rediscover’ them and present them to us as the true gems 
they are. The meaning of Zumra is “emerald”, but metaphorically it 
is also a name for anything or anyone that varies from the usually 
accepted values or standards.
ADVERTISED AND REVIEWED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

For the latest news and info from World Village check out the blog:
worldvillageuk.wordpress.com

1. Kradem Ti Se   05:26
2. Mujo…    02:22
3. …Kuje    02:52
4. Sevdah    02:55
5. Mehmeda Majka Budila  03:40
6. Kales Bre Ando   05:36
7. Karanfil Se Na Put Sprema  02:18
8. Gde Si Duso Gde Si Rano  04:30
9. Simbil Cvece   02:48
10. Zosto Si Me Majko Rodila  02:59
11. Mito Bekrijo   06:11
12. Bogata Sam Imam Svega  02:35
13. Okreni Se Niz Dul Bascu  05:50
14. Jo Hanino Tu Hanina  02:03

Amira - vocals
Merima Kljuco - accordion & vocals

Produced by Merima Kljuco
Recording and mixing by Walter Quintus, 
CMP Studio, Germany, April-June 2008

Amira featured in fROOTS ‘Rocket Launcher’ 
in Nov 2009

Press for Amira’s previous album Rosa (2005) 
and her concert appearance at the Barbican 
(2007):
“... Is there anything quite as serene as the 
voice of this Bosnian artist?”
Sunday Times ‘ RECORD OF THE YEAR’
“Amira’s rich, languid voice conveys so much 
emotion listening to this CD can be, at times, 
almost overwhelming.” fROOTS
“This is a fabulous record which gets even 
better with repeated listening...” Songlines
“Amira is turning sevdah inside-out.”
Guardian (2007)

EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT THIS RELEASE
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Lokua Kanza
Nkolo

479043 >> 794881951222 >> CD

Originally from DR Congo, Lokua Kanza now divides his time 
between Kinshasa, Paris and Rio, an inter-continental existence 
that is reflected in his music. After recording for Universal for many 
years, Nkolo is Kanza’s debut album for World Village, and his first 
release in five years (since 2005’s Plus Vivant). It is set to further 
cement his reputation as one of the finest African musical exports.
Instinctive, suffused by an inner radiance, Nkolo positively glows 
with elegance and refinement. Each of the twelve titles is like a 
pastel artwork, both soft and dense. Sung in Lingala, Portuguese 
and French, it is the embodiment of the perfect cross-cultural mix, 
a blend of beautiful melodies and radiant atmospheres; with this as 
its basis, it symbolises the ideal fusion of several musical conti-
nents.

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

For the latest news and info from World Village check out the blog:
worldvillageuk.wordpress.com

1. Elanga Y Muinda
2. Dipano
3. Mapendo
4. Nakozanga
5. Famille
6. Nkolo
7. Loyenge
8. Soki
9. Vou Ver
10. On Veut Du Soleil
11. Yalo
12. Oh Yahwe

Recorded in Paris, Kinshasa and Rio de 
Janeiro

Produced by Lokua Kanza

“Lokua Kanza has one of the most exception-
al voices of Africa. It has a clarity that rings 
out, calls you from what you’re doing and 
begs you to sit down and listen.” 
BBC.CO.UK

EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT THIS RELEASE
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Mayte Martin
Al Cantar A Manuel

468087 >> 713746808723 >> CD

Mayte Martin has been described as one of the most important fla-
menco voices of her generation, but really this does not do her or 
her music justice. Her voice has a rich, emotive, haunting quality 
that appeals way beyond the realms of flamenco. Mayte has been 
performing for 35 years but only recording for the last 16 of those. 
This new album, a homage to the Spanish writer and poet Manuel 
Alcántara who died in 2007, is only her sixth in all. Alcántara’s 
words (from poems selected by the singer) are set to music - acous-
tic guitar, violin, bass and percussion - composed and arranged by 
Mayte. The heartfelt passion she feels for the poet’s works are evi-
dent in the rich vocal performances she conjures.
This is the strongest album yet by an artist worthy of recognition 
by the widest audience possible.

ADVERTISED IN FROOTS AND SONGLINES

For the latest news and info from World Village check out the blog:
worldvillageuk.wordpress.com

1. Por La Mar Chica Del Puerto 2:55
2. A Miguel Hernández  3:13
3. Le Gustaban Pocas Cosas  2:24
4. En Aquel Tiempo   5:08
5. Excusas A Lola   3:41
6. Manuel    2:48
7. No Sabe El Mar Que Es Domingo 4:18
8. La Paloma De Picasso  2:58
9. Al Sur De Los Limones  3:19
10. Carnet De Identidad  3:59
11. Niño Del 40   5:16
12. No Pensar Nunca En La Muerte 2:46

Poems by Manuel Alcántara set to music by 
Mayte Martin

Mayte Martin - voice & guitar (right channel)
Jose Luis Montón - guitar (left channel)
Olvido Lanza & Biel Graells - violins
Guillermo Prats - double bass
Chico Fargas - percussion

Recorded between September 2008 and 
April 2009 in Girona and Madrid, Spain

Produced by Mayte Martin and José Luis 
Garrido

EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT THIS RELEASE
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MEIWAY
M20
Lusafrica   562422   3567255624223
CD digipack   World/Ivory Coast
Meiway rules dancefloors across Africa with his unique trademark zoblazo rhythms (a  
high tech sound based on Ivorian traditions). A successful singer since his schooldays, 
Meiway took the well-trodden path to Paris in the 1980s and returned years later a 
bona fide star on the back of his debut album. The titles that followed (200% - 900% 
Zoblazo) have seen Meiway become the biggest star in Ivory Coast and a superstar and 
style icon across Africa. Regular international touring has greatly increased his fan-
base across Europe and the Americas.  Aware of his social responsibilities, Meiway has  
raised awareness of AIDS and campaigned against music piracy in Africa.
M20 is released to celebrate Meiway’s 20 years as a recording artist. Seventeen tracks 
of prime zoblazo, guaranteed to get your booty shaking.

HASNA EL BECHARIA
Smaa Smaa
Lusafrica   562342   3567255623424
CD digipack   World/Algeria
After a lengthy wait of eight years we are at last treated to a second album by the 
extraordinary Gnawa singer and guitar/guimbri player from southern Algeria, Hasna 
El Becharia. But then, what is eight years when Hasna’s first album was recorded (after 
moving to France) 36 years into her musical career. 
Recorded in an isolated location in the Sahara, Smaa Smaa (meaning Listen Listen) is 
a stunning work. Hasna’s gruff voice intones over hypnotic guimbri riffs, with percus-
sion and occasional clarinet or violin providing unobtrusive accompaniment. 
With the so-called “Desert Blues” and the Gnawa rhythms of Jajouka et al both ever 
popular this new album is primed to make as considerable an impact as did her first 
(on the now-defunct Label Bleu).

GROOVE LÉLÉ & ERNST REIJSEGER
Zembrocal Musical
Winter & Winter  910167-2   025091016723
CD digipack   World/Réunion Island
Granmoun Lélé was the patriarchal figure of Réunionaise maloya music until his death 
in 2004. His music and his work are continued by his band Groove Lélé which is led 
by two of his sons, Willy and Urbain, who contribute lead vocals as well as the actual 
compositions. Dutch cellist Reijseger is an ever-restive musical explorer whose playing 
blends seamlessly with the percussive backdrop. Mola Sylla, the Senegalese singer who 
has worked previously with Reijseger, contributes further vocals.
Today the uniqueness of Groove Lélé is known far beyond Réunion’s borders. What 
started in the small quarter of Bras-Fusil on the island’s east coast decades ago is 
widely known today in France, Europe, Japan and Africa. Thanks to Granmoun Lélés 
unremitting efforts the group managed to gain an impressive reputation and to attract 
a wide audience.
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CRAI NOU ENSEMBLE
Romanian Flutes
Airmail   SA141195   3700089411956
CD     World/Romania
The young virtuoso Iosif Ioan Liviu shows here that he is a worthy successor to famous 
players such as Gheorghe Zamfir and Simion Stanciu. On this album we find all the 
magic of that king of Romanian folk instruments, accompanied by the musicians of the 
Crai Nou Ensemble.

ADAMA DRAME
Burkina Faso-Djembe Solo
Airmail   SA141196   3700089411960
CD     World/Burkina Faso
Adama Drama is regarded as the great master of the jembe drum. Through his music, 
his rhythms, his compositions and his improvisations, he proclaims his African iden-
tity and his faithfulness to African tradition. His playing on this album is strong, pure, 
complex and effective. 

JUAN CARMONA
El Sentido Del Aire
Le Chant du Monde 2741748   794881928521
CD digipack   World/Spain
The French-born guitarist of Spanish descent has won all the major prizes in the world 
of flamenco guitar, and now leads a career as one of the pre-eminent practitioners of 
the genre. He has released a dozen albums, the last three of which were on Le Chant 
du Monde. Two were nominated for Latin Grammys in 2006 for Best Flamenco album. 
Known as a true innovator, Carmona has played with many of the biggest names in 
flamenco but also with Indian and Iranian musicians. A program was devoted to him 
on the Franco-German channel Arte in October 1998, presented by the maestro Lord 
Yehudi Menuhin, who considered Carmona to be an outstanding guitarist.   

VICENTE PRADAL with Paloma & Rafael Pradal
Herencia
Accords Croises  AC132/33   794881957729
CD + DVD   World/Spain 
Born in 1957 in Toulouse, son of the Andalusian painter Carlos Pradal, Vicente has 
given hundreds of concerts, including some with Enrique Morente, Rafael Romero, 
Carmen Linares and Juan Varea. Vicente Pradal is now back with a new album includ-
ing a selection of his finest performances, as well as new songs that honour the best 
poets of Spain: Federico García Lorca, Unamuno, San Juan de la Cruz, Miguel 
Hernández. 
He is back with a quartet, accompanied by his children, in a simple and profound show 
where one discovers the virtuoso pianist Rafael Pradal and confirmation of the beauti-
ful qualities of the young performer Paloma Pradal. (70 mins 22).
DVD: The concert (86 mins); A documentary, making of & interview directed by 
Maryse Bergonzat (18 mins). Languages: English, French, Spanish
Format: 16:9 / Standard: NTSC
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Omara Portuondo & Band
Omara Portuondo - vocals
Andrés Coayo Batista - percussion
Jorge Luis Valdés Chicoy - guitar
Harold Lopez Nussa - piano
Omar Gonzalez - bass
Rodney Yllarza - percussion
+ chamber orchestra
Ilmar & Aldo Gavilan, violin & piano

Recorded live at the Tropicana, Havana, 
2009

Booklet notes: English, German, French

Running time: 85 mins (Performance) + 25 mins 
(Documentary)

Picture format DVD: NTSC 16:9
Sounds formats DVD: PCM Stereo, DD 5.1, DTS 5.1
Region code: 0

• Celebrating the 70th anniversary of the TROPICANA, this DVD presents the film of a concert from the most beauti-
ful club in Havana with the legendary Omara Portuondo, the all female Ensemble Camerata Romeu, and the virtuoso 
brothers Ilmar & Aldo Gavilan.

• An extraordinary concert and show full of  Caribbean salsa-rhythms and classics of Cuban music. The absolute high-
light is the performance of Omara Portuondo, who as the singer of the Buena Vista Social Club gained international 
stardom.

• 200 artists and dancers of the Tropicana ballet perform their outstanding and colourful show.

Fiesta Cubana
Live From The Tropicana 

Featuring Omara Portuondo
2058028 >> 880242580481 >> DVD
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1. Pursuit
2. Plea
3. Roadster
4. Pure
5. Impure
6. Dream
7. Articles
8. The Swan
9. Belief
10. 2009 World 
Champion

Tom Cawley 
(piano & effects)
Sam Burgess 
(bass)
Joshua Blackmore 
(drums)

Led by pianist and composer Tom Cawley and featuring bassist Sam Burgess and drummer Joshua Blackmore, CURIOS just get better and 
better. Winner of ‘Best Band’ at the last BBC Jazz Awards, they are a trio in their prime. With several years together and two acclaimed 
albums under their belt already, they share an empathy and collective insight that makes them one of the most brilliant piano trios in the 
world. The Other Place, their third album, and debut for Edition Records, marks the next leap forward in a remarkable creative journey that 
shows no sign of slowing.

Curios
Tom Cawley / Sam Burgess / Joshua Blackmore 

The Other Place
EDN1018 >> 5065001530098 >> CD

EXTENSIVE PRESS CAMPAIGN TO SUPPORT THIS RELEASE

Curios on Tour
18th Mar - Spalding, Lincolnshire
19th Mar - Lincoln
26th Mar - Wakefield Jazz Club
6th Apr - Stables, Milton Keynes
8th Apr - Band on the Wall, Man-
chester
9th Apr - Sheffield Jazz
10th Apr - Bristol
11th Apr - Swansea
16th Apr - VORTEX LONDON
(ALBUM LAUNCH)
18th Apr - Lichfield
20th Apr - Cardiff
23rd Apr - Cambridge
25th Apr - Kenton Theatre, Henley
3rd May - Cheltenham Jazz Festival
6th May - Coventry
22nd May - Newark Jazz Festival

CURIOS ARE ON THE FRONT COVER OF JAZZWISE (March issue)
(an Edition Records covermount sampler will also be free with the April issue)
“Intricate, witty and profoundly musical, Curios have become, within two albums, the most formi-
dable piano trio in the UK.” MOJO
“Three sharp musical minds in perfect accord.” Observer
“An album of great subtlety and nuance, a quintessentially English type of treasure.” BBC Music
“Closer puts the group up with the world-class practitioners of this intricate and intimate kind of 
jazz.” Guardian
“Just when you think EST, or Brad Mehldau, or the Bad Plus might have taken the piano trio as 
far as it can go, another keyboard talent opens another door. Tom Cawley has done just that with 
Curios.” JAZZ UK
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EDN1001 Dave Stapleton & Matthew Bourne Dismantling the Waterfall
EDN1002 Kevin Figes Quartet   Circular Motion
EDN1003 Bourne Davis Kane   Lost Something
EDN1004 Paula Gardiner Trio   Hot Lament
EDN1005 Dave Stapleton   Catching Sunlight
redeye005 Dave Stapleton and Deri Roberts The Conway Suite
EDN1007 Dave Stapleton Quintet  When Life Was In Black and White
EDN1008 Dave Stapleton Quintet  The House Always Wins
EDN1009 Keith Tippett Tapestry Orchestra Live at Le Mans
EDN1011 Geoff Eales Trio   Master of the Game
EDN1012 Dave Kane Rabbit Project  Eye of the Duck
EDN1013 Mark Lockheart   In Deep
EDN1014 Troyka     Troyka
EDN1016 Ivo Neame Quartet   Caught in the Light of Day

Edition Records are presenting a free album sampler as a cover-
mount disc on the cover of Jazzwise magazine (April issue).
Limited quantities of the sampler are available to retailers in 
support of an Edition label campaign.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE FOR A LIMITED PERIOD ONLY
(minimum order required.)

Edition Records, an artist-based label, was formed in Feb 2008 by pianist and composer 
Dave Stapleton and photographer Tim Dickeson. Edition Records exists to promote new 
original voices in contemporary music and to provide a platform for established artists to 
document their work and release pioneering new recordings. 
“Cardiff-based Edition records is fast becoming a force to be reckoned with as a UK indie 
record label with a distinctive look and a mind of its own.”
Jazzwise

CAMPAIGN OFFER

1.   Bloor Street - Secret Quartet 7.57
2.   Pursuit - Curios 6.00
3.   Birdbrained - Ivo Neame Quartet 5.10
4.   Noonian Soong - Troyka 5.36
5.   River Deep - Tamco 6.05
6.   Images - Dave Stapleton Quintet 6.47
7.   Bitter Pill - Audun Automat 6.11
8.   The Basildon Ghost - Spin Marvell 6.25
9.   Beneath Rioja Skies - Paula Gardiner Trio 8.25
10. The Grind - Kevin Figes Quartet 6.02
11. Iolo’s Dance - Geoff Eales Trio 6.10
12. Long Way Gone - Mark Lockheart’s In Deep 5.53
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The Pascal Schumacher-Jef Neve duo was nominated for the 2010 „Rising Stars“ concert series presented at the 
largest concert halls in Europe. This means two things: Today’s concert halls and their diverse audiences have an 
appreciation that by far exceeds the mere “orchestral.” And the jazz performed by Pascal Schumacher and Jef Neve 
is far removed from the old, formulaic cliché that has been taken for granted over the last few decades as the basis 
for jam sessions. Their music is not “museum music”, does not lean on nostalgic jazz formulas, but instead invites 
the audience to listen to the diverse music of today through the ears of talented “improvisationalists.” 
So what is the result of the collaboration between these two boundary-pushing musicians: pop-infused contempo-
rary music or classic-infused jazz? Undoubtedly both at the same time and still more – noting also that the genre 
of film music should be mentioned in relation to both musicians.
The Guardian described Jef Neve as “a pianist par excellence” in a five star review of his latest Trio album (on Uni-
versal) Soul is a Picture, whilst the Observer noted “His concerts are almost like a religious experience, riveting 
audiences by the sheer power and imagination of his playing.” 

Pascal Schumacher & Jef Neve play the Birmingham Symphony Hall on 16th April

also available
ENJ95372  Pascal Schumacher - Here We Gong

Pascal Schumacher 
& Jef Neve
Face To Face

ENJ95462 >> 063757954620 >> CD

1. Wonderworld  7:07
2. I’ve Found Him  4:15
3. Little Spider  4:52
4. Dreamlike Space 5:23
5. Together At Last 3:43
6. Ancil   6:15
7. Almalyk   5:31
8. Cirrus   6:00
9. Araignée   1:34

Jef Neve - piano
Pascal Schumacher - vibes and glockenspiel

Recorded by Walter Quintus, Sept/Nov 2009
Produced by Matthias Winckelmann 
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David S. Ware 
Saturnian

Solo Saxophone Volume 1

AUM060 >> 642623306024 >> CD

• Saturnian documents master saxophonist David 
S. Ware’s triumphant return to performance follow-
ing his kidney transplant. This performance prompt-
ed features in The New York Times and on NBC 
Nightly News.

• Three long-form improvisations, each performed 
on a different saxophone: saxello, stritch, tenor.

• Strictly limited CD edition of 1500; the first 
installment in a planned series of solo recordings.

• David S. Ware’s brand new group recordings 
(recorded in December 2009) will be released in late 
Summer 2010.

Track Listing: 
Methone  14:25 (saxello)
Pallene  12:38 (stritch)
Anthe  11:42 (tenor)

David S. Ware: saxello, stritch, tenor saxophone

Recorded live in concert at Abrons Arts Center, 
New York, 15th October 2009

David S. Ware’s most recent release Shakti was chosen 
among the Best Jazz Albums of 2009 by All About Jazz-New 
York, All Music Guide and Village Voice (among others).

“In the course of a career that has involved considerable 
sacrifice and humility, he has created a body of work that 
is—uniquely on the current scene—epic.” 
–The Nation, Brian Morton

“Four Stars: As with Sonny Rollins, although Ware is an en-
tirely different player, there is an uncompromising individual-
ity to Ware’s approach.” 
–Downbeat

“Unquestionably one of the most forceful and original voices 
in contemporary saxophone. His first studio album in half a 
decade and a fabulous, welcome return.”  
–BBC/Jazz on 3, Jez Nelson

“There seems to be no shadowed corner of the sonic spectrum 
that his breath can’t expose.” 
–JAZZIZ

“.. as structurally refined as an architectural plan. Every note 
feels flawlessly placed, but the music urgently retains its 
wonder and majesty.” 
–The Wire, Philip Clark
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DIZZY GILLESPIE QUINTET with Junior Mance & Les Spann
Complete Studio Recordings
American Jazz Classics AJC99015   8436028693368
2xCD    
The complete studio recordings made by the outstanding 1959 Dizzy Gillespie Quintet 
with Junior Mance and Les Spann. Included are the albums Have Trumpet, Will Excite 
and The Ebullient Mr. Gillespie in their entirety, as well as all of the other tracks by 
this formation originally issued on singles and compilations.
Two complete rarely heard 1954 sessions by the Gillespie quintet/sextet featuring 
Hank Mobley and Jimmy Cleveland have been added as a bonus.

ANITA O’DAY
Cool Heat - Anita O’Day Sings Jimmy Giuffre Arrangements
American Jazz Classics AJC99016   8436028693375
CD     
The complete original album Cool Heat, which showcases the superlative Anita O’Day 
singing tailor-made arrangements by Jimmy Giuffre. She is backed by a variety of all-
star combos featuring Frank Rosolino, Art Pepper, Conte Candoli, Jack Sheldon, Jim 
Hall, and of course, Giuffre himself.
As a bonus, the complete album Anita O’Day Swings Cole Porter, recorded that same 
week, as well as the only track featuring O’Day from the soundtrack of the film The 
Gene Krupa Story.
Includes 12-page booklet.

COUNT BASIE
One More Time
American Jazz Classics AJC99014   8436028693351
CD     
The complete album One More Time, which showcases the Count playing composi-
tions and charts by Quincy Jones. As a bonus, the complete LP String Along With 
Basie, featuring Basie’s first recordings with strings included here for the first time 
ever on CD. In addition to presenting charts and music by Quincy Jones, this LP fea-
tures illustrious guest soloists like Ben Webster, Illinois Jacquet & Herbie Mann.
Includes 16-page booklet.

PRIORITY NEW RELEASE
29th March 

Individual sales sheets on all American Jazz Classics titles are available from your 
sales rep, with full track listings, personnel, recording information and descriptions. 
For online access please see http://harmoniamundiuk.wordpress.com/ 
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SARAH VAUGHAN featuring 
CLIFFORD BROWN
Bonus album: Sarah Vaughan in the 
Land of Hi-Fi. TT: 79:36

PWR27224 
8436028691678

MILES DAVIS
Cookin’ with the Miles 
Davis Quintet
Bonus album: Steamin’ with the 
Miles Davis Quintet. TT: 71:19

PWR27225
8436028691685

harmonia mundi UK Ltd, 45 Vyner Street, London E2 9DQ
(tel) 020 8709 9500   (email) sales.uk@harmoniamundi.com

THE MOST INFLUENTIAL JAZZ ALBUMS ACCORDING TO THE CRITICS OF DOWN BEAT MAGAZINE
is devoted to the CD reissue of albums that received the maximum 5-star rating in a Down Beat album review. This only rarely happened, 
and most of the Down Beat albums have become true classics revered by all music lovers. These new editions present the complete original 
5-star albums, which are often expanded to include interesting bonus albums or bonus tracks by the same artists at the peak of their talents. 
This collection presents true milestones of jazz history made by the most celebrated musicians of the genre.

CD
Individual sales sheets on all Poll Winners Records titles are available from your sales rep, with full track listings, personnel, 
recording information and descriptions. For online access please see http://harmoniamundiuk.wordpress.com/ 

RED GARLAND TRIO
Groovy
Plus 4 bonus tracks. 
TT: 68:17

PWR27228 
8436028691968

MILES DAVIS
‘Round About Midnight
Plus 1 bonus track.            
TT: 63:38

PWR27229
8436028691975

ROY ELDRIDGE &
BENNY CARTER
Urbane Jazz
Plus 7 bonus tracks.
TT: 78:26

PWR27230
8436028691982

JOHNNY HODGES and 
the ELLINGTON MEN
The Big Sound
Plus 4 bonus tracks.   
TT: 73:15

PWR27227
8436028691951

2 ALBUMS
ON 1 CD

2 ALBUMS
ON 1 CD
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LIMITED EDITION VINYL LPs
A selection of the most famous recordings in jazz history

HIGH-DEFINITION PREMIUM VINYL PRESSING FOR SUPER FIDELITY

BONUS TRACKS

LP 
Individual sales sheets on all Jazz Wax Records titles are available from your sales rep, 

with full track listings, personnel, recording information and descriptions. 
For online access please see http://harmoniamundiuk.wordpress.com/ 

MILES DAVIS ALL STARS
Walkin’

JWR4521
8436028696727

CHARLES MINGUS
Mingus Ah Um

JWR4530
8436028696819

CHET BAKER & 
ART PEPPER
Playboys

JWR4533
8436028696840

SONNY ROLLINS
Tenor Madness

JWR4532
8436028696833

OSCAR PETERSON
Plays the Cole Porter Songbook

JWR4535
8436028696864
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AMIR ELSAFFAR & HAFEZ MODIRZADEH
Radif Suite
Pi Recordings  Pi32    808713003222
CD digipack     
Radif Suite is a cross-cultural exchange between the Iraqi maqam, the Persian dastgah, 
and jazz from the trumpeter Amir ElSaffar and tenor saxophonist Hafez Modirzadeh 
backed by bassist Mark Dresser and drummer Alex Cline. Both ElSaffar and Modirzadeh 
are of mixed heritage (Iraqi-American and Iranian-American, respectively) whose musi-
cal careers are dedicated to expressing their ancestral traditions within the jazz medi-
um. This is innovative jazz in the best sense, using music from another world to trans-
form the jazz idiom while still utilizing swing, driving improvisations, and a blues 
sensibility. In the process, ElSaffar and Modirzadeh are further breaking down barriers 
and helping taking jazz to a whole new place.

also available: Pi24 Two Rivers
“fresh, deep, intensely performed music.” JazzTimes
“a staggering accomplishment” Chicago Reader

MOUTIN REUNION QUARTET
Soul Dancers
Plus Loin   PL4525   794881957125
CD digipack   
Back in 1999 Louis and Francois Moutin decided to form THE MOUTIN REUNION 
QUARTET in order to perform their original compositions. They had a common 
desire: to create music expressing the energy of life; full of emotion and spontaneity - 
a music close to them, to what they intimately feel, inhabited by Jazz spirit, swing 
and grooves, inviting listeners and musicians to celebrate beauty and imagination.
They are sharing this desire with their two outstandingly skilled partners: the amaz-
ingly talented pianist Pierre de Bethmann and the immensely gifted saxophonist Rick 
Margitza. The quartet tour europe and the USA regularly, including a UK tour in 
2006. Soul Dancers is their fifth album.

also available: 
NTCD337 Red Moon; NTCD375 Something Like Now; NTCD4501 Sharp Turns

JOSEFINE CRONHOLM
Calling You
ACT    ACT9495-2   614427949523
CD digipack       
“I grew up in the middle of a big forest. You could shout without anyone hearing you, 
which is something wonderful. For me, everything began with quietness, with the qui-
etness of nature surrounding me. This will always remain rooted deep within me,” 
explains Josefine Cronholm, the Swedish singer, composer and resident of Copenhagen 
for many years. On hearing her ACT debut, Songs of the Falling Feather, listeners will 
quickly understand what she means by this. There hasn’t been a singer like her - 
someone who makes quietness so enchantingly audible - for a long time. Cronholm’s 
clear, high voice comes from out of nowhere, developing and weaving around sounds 
and melodies with a calmness which is quite unique.
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MIKE LEDONNE
The Groover
Savant   SCD2100   633842210025
CD        
There is a happening jazz room near Columbia University in Manhattan called Smoke, 
which sets aside Tuesday nights for Organ Grooves. For nearly a decade, Mike LeDonne 
has been the primary player to sit on the organ bench and for his fifth Savant recording 
he takes what is pretty much the house band into the studio to refine and expand upon 
the music.  On THE GROOVER, Mike LeDonne is joined by tenor sax player Eric 
Alexander, guitarist Peter Bernstein, and drummer Joe Farnsworth.  The group alter-
nately burns, swings, shines and grooves through nine standards, originals and jazz 
tunes, including a new and never-recorded song, “Little Mary,” by the great Benny 
Golson.  The art of jazz organ never sounded better.

CAROLYN LEONHART / WAYNE ESCOFFERY
Tides of Yesterday
Savant   SCD2106   633842210629
CD        
Carolyn Leonhart is a singer who works intuitively, with a voice that projects both 
strength and vulnerability. Her soulful voice has been hailed by critics worldwide. She 
tells her stories with instincts that come from a life steeped in music (her father is leg-
endary bassist Jay Leonhart). Here with husband/colleague Wayne Escoffery, saxo-
phonist in the world-class Tom Harrell quintet, and a band of their regular sidemen, 
Carolyn, Wayne and the ensemble begin to blaze a new trail out of the forest, guiding 
the genre of jazz vocal into new and uncharted territory.

GIOVANNI FALZONE MOSCHE ELETTRICHE
Around Jimi
CamJazz   CAMJ7825-2  8024709782526
CD     
Much-heralded Italian trumpeter imagines what might have been with the vaunted 
musical encounter-that-never-was between Jimi Hendrix and Miles Davis. Wisely not 
seeking to imitate either, the band (also with electric guitar and bass, drums and 
effects)  pursue their own take on Purple Haze, Fire, Manic Depression, Solar, and a 
suite of So What and Foxy Lady, plus three Falzone originals. Who knows what Hendrix 
and Davis might have cooked up, but this album is one that fans of both will get along 
with just fine.

LES POMMES DE MA DOUCHE
Five Men Swinging
Le Chant du Monde 2741789   794881940523
CD digipack   
After five albums in ten years the five Pommes reckoned they had covered well the 
gamut of Gypsy swing and French chanson repertoire, and so looked further afield, to 
the USA, for their next project. Hence this new album, Five Men Swinging to the 
United Swing of America. Pieces by Basie, Porter, Rodgers & Hart, Giuffre, Adderley, 
via Tin Pan Alley and Kansas City. 
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ULF WAKENIUS
Signature Edition 2
ACT    ACT6005-2   614427600523
2xCD digipack  £tbc
The Swedish guitarist demonstrates his wide-ranging skills over a selection that takes 
in  pieces by Keith Jarrett, Esbjorn Svensson, Egberto Gismonti and Ryuichi Sakamoto 
and others, alongside original compositions. He is an ideal companion to singers like 
Viktoria Tolstoy and Youn Sun Nah, and instrumentalists like Randy Brecker, Bill 
Evans, Jack Dejohnette and Nils Landgren, all represented on this quintessential body 
of work.

NGUYEN LE
Signature Edition 1
ACT    ACT6004-2   614427600424
2xCD digipack  £tbc   
Le’s ability to fuse cultures is abundantly evident, as he introduces the listener to his 
incomparable musical kingdom. Classical adaptations, Vietnamese traditions, and 
rock-based themes are all here, held together by his jazz sensibility. Two unreleased 
tracks are included: Magic Constant and Louxor Dance, an experiment with ambient 
sounds and trip-hop. 
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LARS DANIELSSON
Signature Edition 3
ACT    ACT6006-2   614427600622
2xCD digipack  £tbc
Primarily taken from the Swedish bass player’s recent ACT albums, these songs illus-
trate Danielsson’s extraordinarily wide musical spectrum. The hymnal touch of Libera 
Me, the modern electronic framework of Melange Bleu, the pure and unplugged mani-
festo of melody on Pasodoble, the multilayered kaleidoscope of Tarantella. Often he lets 
the other musicians take the spotlight, but the genius of Lars Danielsson can be heard
 in every note of this Siganture Edition.

WOLFGANG HAFFNER
Signature Edition 4
ACT    ACT6007-2   614427600721
2xCD digipack  £tbc
Selections from 1992 - 2009 from Haffner, presented chronologically with the title track 
of his first album Movin’ On, through his work with his groups Old Friends, Scales 
Brothers, Zappelbude and Metro, finally leading on to his magical ACT albums: Round 
Silence, Shapes, Acoustic Shapes and Shapes Remixes. Four new, previously unre-
leased tracks are added as further proof of his unbroken creativity and mastery of his 
art.

The task: To capture the lifetime achievements, and the essential essence of the best ACT artists. The solution: 
ACT Signature Editions. Much more than a usual “Best of” album, on these double CD sets the musicians 
themsleves picked out 24 pieces, which they feel represent the most important, significant and personal selec-
tions from their repertoire. Remastered and given the best possible post-production. An excellent introduction 
for established fans as well as newcomers, who have yet to discover the musicians and their art...


